For spatial and network data, we consider models formed from a Markov random field (MRF) structure and the specification of a conditional distribution for each observation. At issue, fast simulation from such MRF models is often an important consideration, particularly when repeated generation of large numbers of data sets is required (e.g., for approximating sampling distributions). However, a standard Gibbs strategy for simulating from MRF models involves single-updates, performed with the conditional distribution of each observation in a sequential manner, whereby a Gibbs iteration may become computationally involved even for relatively small samples. As an alternative, we describe a general way to simulate from MRF models using Gibbs sampling with "concliques" (i.e., groups of non-neighboring observations). Compared to standard Gibbs sampling, this simulation scheme can be much faster by reducing Gibbs steps and by independently updating all observations per conclique at once. We detail the simulation method, establish its validity, and assess its computational performance through numerical studies, where speed advantages are shown for several spatial and network examples.
Introduction
For modeling dependent data, conditionally specified models can often be formulated on the basis of an underlying Markov random field (MRF) structure. This approach involves specifying a full conditional distribution for each observation, which often depends functionally on other (neighboring) observations in the conditional model statement (cf. Besag 1974) . Model formulation in this conditional, componentwise fashion provides an alternative to direct specification of a full joint data distribution, which may be difficult to approach for correlated structures in large data situations. Such MRF models have become popular for spatially-dependent data [Cressie (1993) ; kaiser2000construction], image segmentation (Zhang, Brady, and Smith 2001) and computer vision (Li 2012) , among other applications including the analysis of networks (cf. Strauss and Ikeda 1990; Hoff, Raftery, and Handcock 2002; Casleton, Nordman, and Kaiser 2017) . In addition to supporting model formulation, another pleasing aspect of MRF model specification is that univariate full conditional distributions fit naturally within the Gibbs sampling framework for simulating data for use in model assessment and Monte Carlo testing.
Accordingly, a dominant strategy for sampling from a MRF model involves a sequential update strategy with a Gibbs sampler whereby each observation in the field is simulated individually from its conditional distribution given all other current observational values (Besag, York, and Mollie 1991) . The primary theoretical difficulty in such an endeavor is ensuring that a joint distribution exists that corresponds to the specified conditionals (Besag 1994) . While simple to design a Gibbs sampling algorithm in principle, sequential updating can be slow as each complete Gibbs iteration requires the same number of updates as there are data points. Consequently, even for relatively small data sets (e.g., a few hundreds of spatial points), there can be substantial time investments in just one run of the standard Gibbs sampler. The computational burdens are then further compounded by multiple iterations of this sampler in order to create a large collection of simulated data sets, as potentially required for ensuring appropriate mixing of the sampler (e.g., burn-in) and for adequately establishing some Monte Carlo approximation of interest (e.g., numerically approximating the distribution of a statistic). Some block updating methods have been developed to speed up simulation from the Gaussian MRF model in particular (cf. Rue and Held 2005 for an overview), but these require manipulation of potentially large covariance matrices and have no clear extension to other MRF models, which produce unnormalized joint distributions.
In this paper, we describe a simple and fast scheme for sampling from general MRF models in a manner that exploits conditional independence in such models among subcollections of nonneighboring observations called concliques. "Concliques" provide a type of converse to "cliques,"
where the latter are commonly encountered with MRFs as singletons or as sets of locations that are all mutual neighbors (Hammersley and Clifford 1971) . Kaiser, Lahiri, and Nordman (2012) (hereafter [KLN] ) introduced concliques to develop spatial residuals and goodness-of-fit tests for spatial MRF models. However, apart from issues of model assessment, the notion of concliques is shown here to have implications for Gibbs sampling of MRFs and, in particular, we use concliques to establish a formal approach for potentially fast simulation. The resulting method is a block updating Gibbs sampler that applies under mild conditions to any conditionally specified MRF model. We demonstrate that the conclique-based approach can be computationally more efficient than sequential Gibbs updating, particularly for generating large collections of data sets, while maintaining similar rates of chain mixing. Like in Gibbs sampling with componentwise updating, the conclique-based strategy is also more generally applicable than alternative approaches for simulating from MRF models, such as those mentioned at the end of this section.
In Section 2, we present some background about MRF models and concliques. Section 3 then describes the conclique-based Gibbs sampling approach, along with providing conditions for its theoretical justification and some illustration of run time properties. Conclique-based samplers are also shown to be geoemtrically ergodic (i.e., fast mixing) for a non-trivial class of MRF models, which is interesting in that such ergodicity cannot similarly be demonstrated with single-update Gibbs samplers for the same models. In Section 4, we provide an application of the method for simulating networks. Section 5 gives an illustrative example of conclique-based simulation for spatial data related to the bootstrap, and also summarizes a numerical study of speed and convergence compared to standard sequential Gibbs sampling. Concluding remarks are offered in Section 6, and the Supplementary Materials contains further supporting theoretical and algorithmic results.
We end this section with a brief overview of other simulation approaches for MRF models. While a joint data distribution, at least in theory, may be constructed from conditional distributions in a MRF specification, the normalizing terms involved are often intractable (cf. Kaiser and Cressie 2000) . This motivates traditional use of a sequential Gibbs sampler based on individual conditional distributions, to which our proposed conclique-based Gibbs sampler is meant to be a computationally more efficient alternative. There are, however, simulation alternatives to any Gibbs sampling algorithm completely. Through the use of coupling from the past (Propp and Wilson 1996) , perfect sampling can apply for simulating from a MRF specification (cf.
Møller 1999), which has received particular consideration for generating lattice data from certain autologistic models (Friel and Pettitt 2004; Hughes, Haran, and Caragea 2011; Hughes 2014 ).
But, due to the method's intricacies, perfect sampling does generally require more effort to set up than Gibbs sampling, as there is no exact rule for chain coupling. Additionally, perfect sampling also imposes some monotonicity requirements on conditional distributions which are not required in Gibbs sampling (Møller 1999) . When considering Gaussian MRF models, several further possibilities exist for data simulation, even perfectly, including versions of direct sampling and circulant embedding (Rue 2001; Rue and Held 2005; Møller and Waagepetersen 2003; Davies, Bryant, and others 2013) . However, even for Gaussian MRF models, the simplicity of the Gibbs sampler is attractive. Ultimately, for MRF specifications, Gibbs sampling plays as a natural role in simulation from a broad variety of discrete and continuous data structures on both regular and irregular lattices (e.g., spatial or network data).
MRF models and concliques

MRF formulation
We introduce some notation for MRF models using, for concreteness, a description typical in 
The model is formed by prescribing a full conditional density (1) for each observation i = 1, . . . , n.
We shall assume that a valid joint distribution exists for {Y (s i ), . . . , Y (s n )} that corresponds to the conditionals specified in (1). Arnold et al. (2001) provide conditions necessary for such a joint to exist, while Kaiser and Cressie (2000) describe conditions under which a joint may be constructed on the basis of the specified conditionals.
One common example of conditional densities in a MRF specification (1) involves an exponential family form given by
where A i (·) is a natural parameter function, B i (·) is a function of y(N i ) only through A i (·), and C(·) is a known function. Under an assumption of pairwise-only dependence (or cliques of at most size two), Besag (1974) showed a necessary form in (2) as 
Concliques
with dependence parameters η i,j = η j,i , a large scale parameter κ i , and a function τ −1 (·) that maps expected values to natural parameters; see Kaiser, Caragea, and Furukawa (2012) .
Numerical studies summarized in Sections 3-5 consider some MRF examples (1) in more detail.
Neighborhoods N i in a MRF structure are flexible and, for describing concliques in Section 2.2, may be treated separately from the kind of distribution used in a conditional specification (1).
The MRF model ( 
From spatial data modeling, three standard neighborhood structures with observations on a regular lattice are given by two-, four-, and eight-nearest neighbors (Besag 1974) . As depicted in Figure 1 , a two-nearest neighborhood may be formed by two "unilateral" locations N i = {s i + h : h = ±(1, 0)}; a four-nearest neighborhood is comprised of locations in cardinal directions as N i = {s i + h : h = ±(0, 1), ±(1, 0)}; and the eight-nearest neighbor neighborhood
Consequently, it is possible to partition locations into two concliques under the two-or fournearest neighborhood structures but into four concliques under the eight-nearest neighborhood, as indicated in Figure 1 . Note that any subdivision of a conclique necessarily results in subsets which are also concliques (e.g., with four-nearest neighbors in Figure 1 , any nontrivial subset of "2"'s could be replaced by "3"'s to create three concliques). Ideally, we wish to identify a minimal collection of concliques, or a so-called minimal conclique cover [cf. KLN] , whereby the number Q of concliques is as small as possible. For example, minimal conclique covers have sizes Q = 2 and Q = 4, respectively, for the four-and eight-nearest neighbor schemes above. In practice, a minimal conclique cover is valuable as the proposed simulation procedure requires one Gibbs step for each conclique.
Some further details on concliques are provided by [KLN] , including a device for their construction with lattice data. The prototypical types of neighborhoods and concliques given in Figure 1 are often considered in numerical illustrations to follow. For regular lattices, these particular concliques also correspond to the so-called coding sets of Besag (1974) , which were suggested in developing pseudo-likelihood estimation. The defining characteristic of concliques, however, allows identification of such sets in broader settings including graphs and networks (cf. Section 4) as well as other irregular lattices.
3 Conclique-based Gibbs sampling
Method of simulation
To frame the simulation approach for MRFs to follow, we recall a main result of [KLN] regarding concliques and conditional probability integral transforms. Let F i denote the cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the conditional density f i in (1) of observation Y (s i ), assuming this cdf is continuous for simplicity, and define a residual U (
location s i by substituting observations into the conditional cdf form. As shown by [KLN] , such residuals are iid Uniform(0, 1) distributed within each conclique: that is,
for each j = 1, . . . , Q.
[KLN] then developed goodness-of-fit test statistics for spatial MRF models by comparing conclique-wise residuals to a uniform reference distribution. However, apart from model assessment, one may interpret (3) as a means to independently generate observations for an entire conclique given the observations associated with other concliques: draw a random sample, say {U * (s i ) : 
2. Set = 2.
Considering all locations s
where the second set union is treated as empty if = Q.
4. For Q > 2, repeat step 3 for each = 3, . . . , Q.
The sampler essentially exploits a group type of conditional independence (3) induced by the MRF model (1). In each Gibbs sampling iteration, observations with locations in the th conclique C are updated conditionally on observations associated with other concliques, with observations from concliques C 1 , . . . , C −1 being updated sequentially before conclique C . The key to this sampling plan is that, at each conclique update, any neighboring observations needed for defining a conditional distribution do not, by design, belong to the conclique being updated. Additionally, note that any valid simulation approach may be used for an entire conclique update under independence (e.g., direct or acceptance sampling in Steps 1 or 3). The Supplementary Materials describes other possible conclique-based Gibbs samplers involving randomization in the order of conclique updates.
Theoretical properties
We mention two theoretical aspects about the conclique-based Gibbs sampler (CGS) regarding its validity and ergodicity. Let any initialization x ∈ X , the sampler will converge monotonically in total variation as the number of iterations m → ∞, i.e.,
The support condition in Theorem 1 is mild and also holds under the typical positivity condition assumed in MRF formulations (cf. Besag 1974) .
Additionally, for a general class of MRF specifications exhibiting two concliques, the CGS is also provably geometrically ergodic or, equivalently, exhibits a geometrically fast mixing rate as a function of the number m ≥ 1 of iterations: it holds in (4) that
for some real-valued function G : X → R and constant t ∈ (0, 1). MRF models with two concliques, while specialized, are often encountered in applications. For example, four-nearest neighborhoods are common in spatial modeling and admit two concliques (cf. Figure 1) , while restricted Bolzmann models used for image modeling consist of two layers (observable and hidden binary variables) that provide two concliques (Smolensky 1986 ). In contrast, geometric ergodicity of the standard sequential Gibbs sampler is not possible to similarly establish for this collection of MRF models, or more generally, as theory for geometric ergodicity of Gibbs samplers is essentially restricted to two-component Gibbs; see Johnson and Burbank (2015) , Johnson and Jones (2015) and references therein. In this sense, the CGS allows fast convergence properties to be shown for simulating from practical MRF models that are theoretically intractable to consider with standard Gibbs sampling. Cressie (1993) and Kaiser and Cressie (1997 
Theorem 2. Assume Theorem 1 conditions with Q = 2 concliques whereby
involving conditional variance τ 2 and a conditional mean
based on parameters |η| < 0.25, α ∈ R, and a neighborhood N i ⊂ {s i ± (0, 1), s i ± (1, 0)} (e.g., four-nearest neighbors). A similar result is also proven for conditional gamma and inverse Gaussian distributions.
Computational speed
The conclique-based Gibbs sampler (CGS) is again intended to be computationally more efficient than standard sequential Gibbs sampling for simulating MRF models. To illustrate that, for MRF models, the conclique-based Gibbs sampler (CGS) is computationally more efficient than standard sequential Gibbs sampling, we evaluated timing results for both in generating data from the conditional Gaussian specification (6) with various spatial grid sizes and numbers of sampling iterations. We chose α = 0, τ 2 = 1 and η = 0.2 in (6), though the exact parameter values are immaterial to the timing study. For timing reference, we implemented both samplers using C++ implementations in an available R package conclique on a 1.7 GHz processor. 
Simulation of a large network
MRF models can also be employed for describing random networks and graphs (cf. Frank and Strauss 1986). Markov structures may arise with exponential random graph models (e.g., Kolaczyk 2009 ) and latent variable models (Hoff, Raftery, and Handcock 2002) as two common types of probabilistic models for networks; see Hunter, Krivitsky, and Schweinberger (2012) and references therein. Local structure graph models provide another MRF modeling approach for random graphs, whereby each graph edge has a formulated conditional distribution that depends on neighborhoods of other graph edges; see Casleton, Nordman, and Kaiser (2017) . We next examine conclique-based simulation from one such model.
We consider a probability model to describe random occurrence among the n ≡ N (N − 1)/2 possible edges in a simple graph with N vertices. A binary observation Y (s i ) ∈ {0, 1} denotes the presence (1) or absence (0) of an edge, where the "location" index s i serves as a marker
) between which an edge may be formed,
depending on scale κ ∈ (0, 1) and dependence η ∈ R parameters. In this case, a neighborhood N i = {s j : s i ∩ s j = ∅} associated with s i may be defined by other edges/markers s j that share a common node with s i . This represents an "incidence" definition of a network neighborhood (cf. 
Application to model comparisons
Section 5.1 presents a data example of how simulation from MRF models may arise in practice.
From models presented, Section 5.2 then compares both chain mixing and computational speeds of the conclique-based Gibbs sampler to the standard Gibbs approach. Figure 5 shows a spatial dataset from Besag (1977) consisting of binary observations located on a 14 × 179 grid, indicating the presence (1) or absence (0) of footrot in endive plants. We 
Spatial parametric bootstrap
consider fitting three models of increasing complexity to these data via pseudo-likelihood (Besag 1975 ) and apply simulation to obtain reference distributions for statistics based on the resulting estimators. This represents a parametric bootstrap approximation for sampling distributions, where simulation speed is important in rendering a large number of spatial data sets from differing models. For the spatial binary data, three centered autologistic models are considered as: (a) isotropic ( Table 1 , that involve a vector θ of parameters contained in a model. In particular, θ denotes the collection of parameters (κ, η) for Model (a), (κ, η u , η v ) for Model (b), and (β 0 , β 1 , η u , η v ) for Model (c).
To calibrate confidence intervals for a model based on pseudo-likelihood estimates θ, normal parameters θ, we generated 10, 000 spatial samples of same size as the endive data from each binary MRF model based on the CGS (after a burn-in of 1, 000 and thinning by a factor of 5 as conservative selections from trace plots). A bootstrap parameter estimate, say θ * , was obtained from each simulated sample. Relying on the applicability of a percentile parametric bootstrap approach (Davison, Hinkley, and others 1997, ch. 5) , quantiles of the empirical distribution of bootstrap estimates are used to approximate quantiles of the sampling distribution of θ. Figure 6 displays the approximated distributions for dependence parameter estimates (e.g., η, η u , η v ) in the three models, while Table 2 shows 95% bootstrap confidence intervals for all model parameters. The intervals suggest that spatial dependence is a significant aspect of Models 
A further numerical study of simulation efficacy
Here we seek to briefly compare the conclique-based Gibbs sampler (CGS) to the standard sequential Gibbs sampler in terms of mixing effectiveness (or algorithmic capability to produce approximately independent samples from the target joint data distribution) in addition to computational speed (or timing demands). These represent two contributors to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) efficiency, which may be quantified using measures from Turek et al. (2017) . We compare the samplers for simulating spatial data {Y (s i )} n i=1 on a 40 × 40 grid from the three binary MRF models of varying complexity, namely, Models (a)-(c) as prescribed by fitted parameter values in Table 2 .
To assess mixing or algorithmic efficiency, we consider a quantity Table 3 reports final values of A determined by the average of such estimations from 10 chains, each with different starting values and 10, 000 iterations. In addition to this algorithmic efficiency A in Table 3 , we also provide computational cost for all three MRF models as measured in run-time per MCMC iteration (Turek et al. 2017 ). This quantity, denoted as C in Table~3 Table 3 : Algorithmic A and computational C measures of simulation efficiency for three autologistic models on a 40 × 40 grid. Large A and small C values are preferable.
have similar algorithmic/mixing efficiencies in Table 3 , agreeing with other contexts encountered in our investigations. To obtain an effective number of draws from a joint data distribution, both samplers generally require more iterations as the underlying model becomes more elaborate. 
Concluding remarks
Repeated simulation of data from MRF models is often important in statistical inference. Using concliques, we have presented a general Gibbs sampler for such simulation that can be much faster than the standard single-update Gibbs strategy. From a MRF model specification, the conclique- shares connections to "coloring problems" in graph theory, where the analog of a conclique in graph theory is a so-called "independent set" defined by a set of graph vertices such that no two vertices in the set share an edge. Tools from graph theory may be applicable to determining concliques by translating this to finding the smallest number of "independent sets" needed to partition graph vertices (or finding the smallest (or chromatic) number of colors needed to color a graph); see [KLN] for some background on concliques. Finally, possibilities exist for the development of MRF models for spatial and network structures with a focus on the neighborhood "geographies" that might promote model simulation via concliques.
